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Introduction
We consider the following search problem, which was previously studied by Chang and Hwang [5, 6] , Chang, Hwang and Lin [7] , Aigner [ 1, 2] , Andreae [4] , and Triesch [9] . Let G be a finite simple graph and let &E(G) be an unknown edge. In order to find 2, we choose a sequence of test sets WC V(G), where after every test we are told whether &E(G[ PV]), or not. Here G [ W] denotes the induced subgraph of G with vertex set W. If &E E(G [ W] ), then we call the result of the test positive, and negative otherwise. Find the minimum number c(G) of tests required.' It is well known t3at c(G)> [log2 IE(G; 11 (the information theoretic lower bound) Chang and Hwang [6] proved that every complete bipartite graph is optimal, and Chang, Hwang and Lin [7] showed d(K,,)s 1 for complete graphs K,,. They conjectured that every bipartite graph is optimal. The smallest graphs with d(G)= 1 are K,, and K&J K3 (two components). For arbitrary graphs it was unknown, whether there exists a constant k such that d(G) 5 k for all graphs G (see Aigner [2] and Andreae [4] ). In this paper we show d(G)r 1 for all bipartite graphs, and d(G) 5 3 for arbitrary graphs. The second result is a direct consequence of the first and a result of Tries& 191.
The main results
By Y&) we denote the number of neighbors of a given vertex v E I/ in a subset WC V. If W= V we just write y(v) instead of yy (v) .
For the proof of Theorem 1, we need the following easy result which is a special case of the well-known Kraft's inequality [2] . By u' we denote the vertex of V, incident to P. For the moment, let us assum that t's is known. Then, clearly, we can find the other endvertex of e' by [log2 y(L7)-; tests (by using test sets consisting of ~7 and some neighbors of fi and successively haiving the set of possible solutions). We now give a test sequence where ~2 is found by at most t + 1 -[log, y(ti)l tests. For iEI:={1,2,.._,m) wt define yi := y(Ui>, Si:-rlogzyil and pi:zt+l-si.
Observe that w.1.o.g. we may assume. that G has no isolated vertices, and thus ai is well defined. Note that 2"l<2yi, for all ie I. Hence i=l i=l i=l By (1) there exists a binary rooted tree T with leaves bl, b2, . . . , b,,, such that for each ;e: I the length of the path from bi to the root is pi. If the path from a leaf bi to the root contains an inner node Z, we say that bi is below Z. We call bi and Ui associated (bi -ui). With every node z of the tree we associate the subset of Vr containing the vertices associated to leaves below z. For all inner nodes of T, the sons are called left and right son (respectively left son, if the node has only one son). The tree T defines in the obvious way a test strategy. At every inner node z of T a test is specified: As our test set we choose the union of I$ with the set represented by the left son of z. If the result is positive (negative), then our new test situation is represented by the left (right) son of z. Starting at the root, we finally arrive after /3i tests at a leaf bi -ui. Hence ti = Ui. As shown above we need at most 6i further tpsts to find the other endvertex of g. It follows that
c(G)Smaxpi+6i=t+l
ie:I which completes the proof. exists. In [S] it is shown that every bipartite graph with at most 64 edges is optimal. For arbitrary graphs it is proved in [8] that there exist exactly four connected graphs with 16 edges which are not optimal. They are shown in Fig. 1 . These last results were obtained by the aid of a computer.
